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$20,000 Scholarship

Sears Wons Try man Prize
Have you ever dreamed of
winning a lot of money? Let's
say, $20,000? Weil, Sophomore Andy Sears dreamed

about winning a four year
graduate fellowship worth
$20,000, and now he's not
dreaming anymore. Why? Because he won!
"Right now, I'm overwhelmed by the whole thing," beams
Sears, recipient of. the Harry

S. Truman Scholarship Foundation Award. "It's a great
sense of security to know that
my education is going to be

financed."
He entered the competition
last year as a representative
from Wooster, was named a
finalist for his home state of
Missouri early this year, and
then travelled to St. Louis for

a final interview on February
10.
After the Foundation sent a
mail-gra- m
to his home on
Monday, Sears' mother called
to tell him the news on
Tuesday afternoon. His roommate, Bob Van Cleef, took the
message and delivered the
good tidings to Sears who

was watching a baseball game
at the time. "I told him he'd
better not be kidding," says
Sears, "I'd been kind of worried since I know the winner
would be announced on Monday, but I hadn't heard anything about it."
LCB, and other groups to
The award is a four-yeevents,
the
and
schedule
grant, with $5000
renewable
limited and unorganized pubto
be awarded each
maximum
licity for campus activities.
in the
year.
It
was
established
Along with the organizaTruman
name
of
President
tional problems, there is also
with the purpose of encouraga difficulty in securing
ing college students to enter
dent Interest In many cultural
events. "Often cultural activi- "Into government service
"I'm really appreciative to
ties are rejected by students
Foundation because they
the
because of a preconceived
provided me with the
have
notion," notes Ms. Lutz,
to pay for my
opportunity
"rather than an understanding
higher education without financial problems," Sears
of the nature of the event."
adds. "Again, all I can say is
The final question the Comthat it's a great relief to know
mittee on Intellectual Comit's over."
munity at Wooster must
uominuea on page 3

Culture Studiiec!
by Doug Plnkham
Does Wooster have an
tellectual community? Is there
a cultural atmosphere in
which students, faculty members, and administrators may
grow together intellectually?
'Apparently not. That's why
the EPC (Educational Policy

Committee) formed an ad hoc
Committee on the Intellectual
Community at Wooster.
Chaired by Judy Miller,
Assistant - Professor of
French, the committee includes Professors Stuart Ling,
John Hondros, Glenn Bucher,
Donald Beane, and students
Diana Lutz and Elizabeth
Morrison. Its purpose Is to
decide if intellectual community is desirable, if it exists
here, and if not, why not.

"Intellectual community

should be fundamental to a
liberal arts institution such as
the College of Wooster,"
states Ms. Miller, "A spirit of
intellectual community means
that there is a sense of shared
purpose and shared Interests

among Faculty and
dents."

Stu-

According to the committee, despite the intellectual
growth experienced within
some specific departments,
"there is no one 'intellectual
community' at the College of
Wooster." Why? Well, the
reasons are many and difficult
to establish, but certain factors become apparent immediately.
In the committee's report to
be submitted in May, some of
the factors considered to
deter intellectual community
of cenInclude:
tral 'areas of concern to which
all are exposed, the ineffectiveness of present convocations, the lack of
between program residences,
.

the-absen- ce

co-operati-

on

ar

You'd smile too if vou won $20,0001 Andy Sears did,
and he's 'overwhelmed.'

College Conducts Alumni Survey
tjy Tom Cashman
During the late summer and
, early fall of 1976, the College
conducted an alumni survey,
seeking a wide range of data
on the more than 12,826
students who attended the
College of Wooster from 1948
through 1976. The survey
sought, information concerning the present occupation,

financial status, whether

education was
pursued, and what current
views of the College were held
by the former students.
post-gradua- te

Sociology professors Robert Blair and Charles Hurst
coordinated the recently concluded survey of 6,025 randomly selected alumni. One
thousand nine hundred and
eighty-nin- e
alumni returned
question surthe forty-thr-vey - close to a thirty-thre- e
percent response rate. Blair
and Hurst said that past
alumni surveys have yielded a
ee

substantially

smaller

Blair, and Hurst divided the
alumni into three groups;

re-

sponse rate so this survey
gave us "security in generalizing to the entire alumni

(35);

population in this class range,

re-examina-

1969-7-6

1959-6- 8

(34).

y

Alumni Careers

with only a minimum possibility of error."
Professor Blair said he was
"surprised at the high level of
concern for having the College

adopt applied career and vocational programs. Perhaps this
thinking reflects a need for a
of the objectives of a liberal arts College."
Professor Hurst was especially interested in the occupational roles of Wooster
alumni. "This survey reflects
that Wooster alumni fall Into
traditionally sexist occupational roles. Men tend to be
executive types, doctors and
dentists, while women fall
into traditional women's roles
that of elementary and
secondary school teachers,
nurses and housewives."
In analyzing the responses.

(31);

1948-5- 8

Seventy percent of the
Alumni respondents said
income before taxes was
$15,000 or more. Forty percent said their Incomes were
$25,000 or more. Sex did not
make a difference in income
levels and it should be noted
that the stated income was
the combined amount of the
couple.

tion

percent indicated that they were teachers
at some educational level, 9

.

labor." Five percent said they
are students.
of
Slightly more than 50
they
said
responding
those
had not changed career direcpertions at all. Twenty-si- x
cent said they had done so at
more
least once, and 22
than once.
percent said
Seventy-on- e
they had pursued graduate
work after they had left Wooster, and of that group, males
were more likely to go to
graduate school than were

females.
College Concerns

Twenty-thre- e

--

managers or
are doctors,
and
lawyers,
dentists or
said they
slightly over 10
are research scientists, social
workers or members of the
clergy. Twelve percent indicated their occupation as

are business
executives, 8

"homemaker or domestic

The most frequently mentioned problem which the
alumni saw was the financial
and cost status of the College. Financial concerns were
of the time, acanoted 47
demic standards 12, and
student quality 10. The
more recent alumni tended to
matters
voice
Continued on Pg. 5
non-financ-

ial
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The most persistent comment we received in the
recent Wooster Voice student survey noted our lack of
involvement on campus and failure to give the student
body as a whole a chance to air their views to the
administration and effect positive change where
change is needed. We want to give you that chance,
SO

We're initiating a weekly campus opionion poll to
let you speak your mind on the issues - and be sure of
being heard. All you have to do is honestly mark the
weekly questlonaire, tear it out, and place it in the
Wooster Voice box under the ride board. We'll do the
rest. We'll tabulate your response to the questions
and take those results to the faculty andor
administrators in charge of the policy in question.
WeMI find out why things are the way they are now,
and figure out where we should - and can - go from

here.
"

This is your chance to make Wooster policymakers
hear your voice - and the collective voice of Woosters
student body. But we need the support of every
student to make the conclusions we present valid.
Speak out - it's your best chance!
1. Are you satisfied with the present range of course
offerings at the College of Wooster?
No
Yes
2. Which of the following best describes the courses
presently offered here?
. DA. Comprehensive and interesting; largely
helpful after graduation.
B. Interesting, but irrelevent after graduation.
DC. Helpful after graduation, but not of Interest
now.
D.

k

life.
3. Do you have any comments on this subject?

tetters

264-123- 4,

STAFF
ef

News Editor
Editorial Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor

Photo Editor
Advertising Manager
Business Manager

Cartoonist

To The Editor

Dear Editors:

Published weekly during the academic year by the
students of the College of Wooster. Opinions expressed in
editorials and features are those of the staff alone, and
should not be construed as representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers,
and members of the greater Wooster community. All
correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE,
Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States
Press Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association.
Subscription rates are $6.00 per year for a second class
subscription, $9.00 per year for first class.
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located In lower
Lowry Center, Room
Telephone: 216
extension 433.
Editor-in-Chi-

!:'Q,P.r-- -

:"

Weekend Alternatives Needed

Ufooster 6ice

9.

1

Tonight and tomorrow night are the final ; negrow playwright. The piay won tne unties
performances of A Raisin In the Sun, a drama Circle Award" after opening Ort. Broadway,
years old when
in three acts by Lorraine Hansberry presented : though Hans berry was only 28
Langston
after
it.
wrote
it
She
titles
she
Curtain
here by the Black Studies Department.
In which
Deferred,"
poem
"Dream
Hughes'
are
Tickets
time Is 8:15 at Schoolroy Theatre.
$1.50 for general admission and $1.00 for Hughes asks, "What happens to a dream
deferred? Does it dry up like a raisin In the
students.
"
'
A Raisin In the Sun was first presented on sun?"
,
professor in
an
Jefferson,
assistant
Annetta
Broadway In 1959, and ran well into 1960. At
of the
Department,
director
the
is
English
the
the time it was the longest run show by a
play here at Wooster.

Presently uninteresting and useless In later

G-1-

Ct

Ray Bules
Mary Ann Woodie
Doug Plnkham
Mark Plerson
Dave Koppenhaver

Snyder
. . .Clndl Melster
Marty Ross
. i . Sue Stepanek
Mark

.

Everytime the weekend rolls
around I find most of the
activities on campus catering
to the same group of people
and these events are not
things everyone enjoys doing.
It seems the choices are either
. to be squashed into a loud,
r smoke filled room or to sit
somewhere and be entertained. When you try to arrange an
alternative you run into all
kinds of hassles. Why can't
something be offered where
you can sit and talk with soft
music in the background or
you can feel comfortable and
accepted without a date?
Most weekends you can
find a section party or go to
the Cage, but the music in
these places is usually very
loud
which is
'
not conducive to talking or
soothing the nerves. It seems
that for many the point of the
evening is to get drunk,
making it hard for you to get
to know the real person. If you
do appear at one of these
places, but go stag, you are
usually in for a lonely time
since most of the others either
have dates or are not willing to
make the effort to talk or
dance with you.
rock-and-ro- ll,

Reporting staff: Polly Beats, Lisa Coddlngton, ecky'
Collins, Nancy Everhard, Kelly Gibson, Dariene Goat-le-y,
David Hagelin, Cinthla Keever, Leslie McClintock,
Cathy Personius, Judy Simmons, Jenny Watson, Peggy Weissbord.
Sports Staff: Jay Baker, Dave Koppenhaver, Irene Kor-sa- k,

Chariene Daugstrup.
Photography Staff: Ellen Thomas, Tom Shrllla.
.
Business Staff: Gaye Hanke.
Art Staff: Lia Henke, Amy Lindenberger, Jeff Pierce.
Assistants to the Editor Jerry Burden, transportation
coordinator.
Printer John Prewitt, C--J Publishing Co.
'

There are several other alternatives that appear every
weekend, but there are objections here too. Zeitgeist does
have a relaxed

informal

the Evening in Vienna, they
.are always student initiated
and not sponsored or provided
by the L.C.B. programming
committee. -

at-

mosphere, but- - it is hard to
talk because there is usually a
performer doing "his thing,"
and it is rude to him and those
around you to chat while he is
playing. Movies and concerts

.

for the Individual and one is
an observer as opposed to
being an active participant.
This does not lead to an
easing of the feelings of
loneliness or isolation, which
would come if there were
direct group interaction.
-

have also been a part of
and seen others try to set up
alternative events, but there
are always unnecessary snags
to overcome. On several occasions a sound system has
been unavailable for use in the
ballroom, where it was needed
to make a band audible at a
square dance or international
folk festival. If anything is
planned, there is always the
hassle of getting funds from
S.G.A. It is worth noting, too,
that though much interest is
always shown for events like
square dances, the October
. Fest, the International Festi- -'
val, the Renaissance Fair and

don't mean to suggest the
take over
sponsorship of all the activities on campus because I
think there are legitimate resources in groups that not
sponsor events. But I would
like to see L.C.B. encourage
and provide a greater variety
of activities and dances. A few
suggestions would be to have
a square dance, a folk dance,
a sock hop, or even a live rock
band but in the ballroom,
which would foster a different
atmosphere from the Cage or
section parties. Even if at
times there were an event in
both the Cage and the ballroom, I'm sure each event
would be well , attended. , It
might also help If a second
soundsysteml was purchased
so the Cage and the ballroom
I

L.C.B. should

or recitals provide some
variety, but they are activities

I

;

,

.

could have simultaneous

events. It is time that others
besides the couples and the
drinkers had something to do
more than once a quarter.
;
.

:

Barbara Morrison
; ,

Box 2356

.
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Intellectual Community
0

Continued from Page 1
answer is, 'What can be done
about the situation?" Suggestions by committee members
focus on the need for better
In sponsorship
of activities and In scheduling
them, on exposing students
to an Intellectual atmosphere
when they enter college, and
on improving existing sources
of
education.
The present convocations,
for example, are not viewed as '
serving the purpose of promo-tiin- g
intellectual awareness.
Because of poor attendance,

''- - V":
Dear Editor,
which I could see no moral - killing and withdrawal of treat- I realize how difficult it is to
distinction ; between killing x ment is justifiable because of
pick up fine distinctions when
and letting die: the birth of an the greater likelihood of abuse
a paper is being read, and so I infant so deformed that it : with the former.
I didn't say,
am not taking John Gilbert to 'r would be clearly preferable
"...the distinction between
task for his coverage of my , that it die. In such a case, if it moral
and
I
convocation, but do want to is justifiable to let it die, then: . must be immoral euthanasia
made." That, of
make some corrections, as my " if letting it die was painful, course, Is trivially
true.
point of view was not accur-- quick and painless killing
Finally, I will be teaching
,
ately represented.
seems preferable to me, and next year at The State UniverMr. Gilbert attributes to' me ? the claim that killing is wrong
sity of New York at Albany
the view that "if a doctor's but letting die is right i find and not State
Union as was
decision to end a patient's life hypocritical. :
v
..
reported.
;
Is right, It does no$ matter
Nevertheless, I concluded ' ?
;. v
Sincerely yours,
whether ' active or ; passive by saying that t think the legal
;
Bonnie Steinbock
;
euthanasia is used." This Is distinction between active
the view of James Rachels, a,
view which I criticized. I gave'
examples in which it does
'

--

r--

.

'

--

.

.?

co-operat-

-,

.-

out-of-cla-

.

v

,

--

-

--

--

.

.

B locomobile

make a difference, and I
certainly do not believe that
active euthanasia would be
justified whenever the withdrawal of
treatment would be justified. .
;. .. 1 did give one sort of case in

April 26th. It will be located at
The Red Cross Bloodmobile the Westminster Church
will be making its spring visit House-MackHall, from 10
to the COW this - Tuesday, A:M. to 4 P.M. This Is an
G

life-prolongi- ng:

ey

, however, freely slips information about Americans to police
depts. not only in this country
. but abroad Those dossiers are
' passed in direct defiance of the
Congress and the law. The
organization responsible is In-

'AMI

terpol

House Secret Study Charges

Justice Didn't Really Probe
by Jack Andersen'

-

WASHINGTON

-

ary, a Justice Dept. task force
completed a review of the
Martin Luther King assassna- tkm. The task force concluded
that James Earl Ray "was the
assassin" and that "he acted

16-pag- e

tained one of the restricted
"

:

.

.

to determine whether King
was the victim of a conspiracy.
Yet the task force didnt hire a
single investigator. Instead, the
task force relied upon five attorneys, two researchers, two
secretaries and two clerk- ,

'

typists.

".

'

'

-

James Earl Ray visited 19
cities and five foreign countries

..,

;

during the year he gunned
down the Rev. Martin Luther
King Jr. Yet the task force
didnt bother to interview more
than 30 people The House
study claimed this v hardly
scratched the surface.
The task force conceded that
it had unearthed some new in- -

formation. Yet this was
--

-

covered in one lone sentence.
The : new . information : was

out Yet the task
in dreary

rifle. Another witness quoted
him as saying he was waiting
for money from his brother.
Ray told still another witness
that he was gong to visit a
brother in Birmingham.
Ray's motive for , killing
King, the task force suggests,
was hatred for blacks. Yet Ray
worked with 22 blacks in a
Winnetka, EL restaurant for
seven weeks. He also took rs
from a black boss who, according to the House study,

.,

;

clearinghouse of information
on international criminal activity. But the organization is
not as innocent as it may seem.
Interpol actualh rose from
the ashes of European fascism.
The organization has an extensive Nazi history, which agents
have spent the better part of 30 .
years trying to hide.
We have also linked Interpol
with illegal tactics of both the .
CIA and the Drug Enforcement Agency: In testimony
before Congress, the US. head
of Interpol claimed that his
organization never crossed
paths with the OA because Interpol is not in the intelligence-gatherin- g

.

,

,

business.

But recently, a private
organization filed a suit in
federal court to force the OA
'
to open up its files on Interpol.
Claiming national security
"wasn't an easy man to get problems, the CIA refused to
along with."
release the files because "disThe secret analysis found closure of the documents
.
many other discrepancies in would reveal that the government had cooperated with Inthe task force report Meanwhile, House investigators are terpol in the collection of intelligence."
going ahead with their own investigation. They have started
The US. government prointerviewing witnesses who vides Interpol with a national
office at the Treasury building
should have been questioned
nine years ago but for some in Washington. The government also pays annual dues
reason, were not . - ;
International Spies: Inside amounting to $138400 and prothe gray filing cabinets that vides hundreds of thousands of
line government offices are , dollars to Interpol for informaliterally millions of secret tion services.'
Gas Search: President
dossiers compiled on U.S.
citizens. Thanks to hew laws Carter is privately worried
that the nation will run short of
passed by Congress, government agencies are now natural gas before new sources
restricted in their use of these of energy can be developed
The federal government,
files
therefore, is secretly studying
At least one secret intelligence organization. how to tap huge reservoirs of
or-de-

.

.

,

pposedly serves as a

?

important time for all members of the campus communitystudents, faculty, and
administration, to consider

"unconventionar natural gas.
This gas is trapped in underground nxformkions, in coal
deposits and in the tight sands
of the Rocky Mountains. It
would cost billions, of course, to
extract the trapped gas. Some
of the underground rock, for
example, would have to be

fractured

er

1

detaiUKJw long King spent in
different rooms in the Lorraine
Motel where he spent his final
hours.,
The task force stated flatly
that Ray acted alone yet he exchanged rifles in Birmingham.
And he was quoted as saying
his brother didnt like the first

con-duct-ed

copies, and we think the public
is entitled to know what it says.
The House study charges
that the Justice Dept. really investigated itself; that it upheld
v
its own findings of nine years
ago; that it didnt conduct a
real investigation but merely
reviewed the existing paper-'" 1.
work. .
It would be an enormous
task, according to the analysis,

.

force described

alone."
But meanwhile, the House
Assassinations Committee
a secret study of the
". task force report The findings
are summarized in a sizzling,
analysis. We have ob-

"

ed

Into M.L. King Assassination
WBl JM BBCST ,
Last Janu- never spelled

the international

police organization featured in
tales.
Interpol is a private, Paris-basgroup that operates in
more than 125 nations. It su-

cloak-and-dagg-

ss

Commiifea Asks For Donors

'

Dear Editor,

.

ion

format, and publicity," the
committee feels that "we have
lost sense of what convocation Is supposed to be for."
Committee members have
suggested changes in content
(relying more on students and
faculty and dealing with an
extended theme), scheduling
(allowing each department to
propose speakers), and even
location (taking convocations
out of McGaw and moving
them Into Lowry Center Pit).
Obstacles to the fostering
of an Intellectual atmosphere
Cont. on Pg. 7

Energy, Research and

Development Administration
met secretly at a downtown
motel to review the prelimin-

ary findings. They concluded
that the cost of squeezing this

gas out of the rock, coal and
sand would be prohibitive at
today's energy prices.
But they conceded that un-

97'

minimal) Is well overshadow-

ed by tha great benefits
derived frpm such a precious
gift. The College of Wooster
campus community has, In
the past, proven Itself to be
warm, receptive, and very
generous when the Blood-mobi- le
has come to the College. We hope to continue this
outstanding tradition and
further hope that you share
our feelings.
If you are Interested In
donating blood on Tuesday,
April 26th, see the sign-u- p

board In Lowry Center. If you
find your preferred time slot,
full, simply put your name

gas would

near the time slot, and come
to the Church House then.
Life Is a precious gift and one
should appreciate this fact.
We should also appreciate an
opportunity to save a life
when we see one. Please
donate if you can find It In
your heart. For more Information, please call Jim Van Horn
at extension 524.

become more attractive as the
price of conventional gas soars.
A continuing price rise is now
considered likely. So the secret
study group is trying to work
out cost estimates. This will
determine whether the government will go after all that trapped gas.

Arms for Panama; The

United States and Panama are
engaged in sensitive negotiations over the Panama CanaL
Panamanian strongman Omar

Thank you,

JlmVanHorn

Torrijos has threatened

Ellen Thomas
Tim S tenner
Julie Hallenbeck
The Bloodmobile Committee

violence if the canal itsn't
turned ever to his country.
Intelligence reports warn
that Torrijos is trying to beef
up his military might Yet he
has been getting military
equipment from the ' United
States.

Late last year, four armored
cars were secretly unloaded in

Panama. They were

purchased from an American
company, Cadillac Gage, with
State Dept approval. Now
we've just learned that a dozen
additional armored cars have
been delivered to Panama

within the past month.
ChppWt V77.UMM1I

blood products to continue
their array of sophisticated
treatments and. complex surgery. This need Is caused by
the fact that
of our
population either is afraid of a
little noddle or just doesn't
give a damn. The time Involved In donating blood (which Is
.

The government is now
studying the pros and cons of
developing this uncom'entional
gas. The secret project is
known as MOPPS. This stands
for Market Oriented Program
Planning Study.
Last Friday, oCSdals of the

conventional

seriously donating blood

which could save a life.
The medical profession Is In
a great need of blood and

,

"'

,
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Jefferson Directs;

"Rafisiri
by Christopher Henley

t

;

,

Lorraine Hansberry's

DM Mb

99
'

'

re-

markable play, A Raisin In the
Sun is being given a lovely
production in the Shoolroy
Arena Theatre, through Saturday night.
Though not twenty years
old, Hansberry's play is deservedly a classic. It is important historically, as the first
play by a black writer to be
produced on Broadway. But,

more importantly, It is tremendously effective theatre.
Hansberry's shrewd structure,
full characters, and beautiful
language create a finely textured world for the stage. Annetta Jefferson's splendid production brings this
world to life. She has wisely
opted for an arena production
In

lems.) She" has staged the"
wit, and
show with sensitivity,
yhumanity. '
r- .- Mrs. Jefferson's work with
,

--

- particularly.

the cast

Is-

actors

brought

-

evl- -:

dent. They richly deserved the
standing ovation they received
from the enthusiastic opening
night crowd. The three leading

the intimate Shoolroy

unique,

dynamic qualities to their
parts. In the difficult role of
Mama. Vlckl Green was
thoroughly believable, and
she gave the evening some

--

Theatre. (The closeness we
feel towards the characters far
outweighs the staging prob- -

stunning

moments.

i"

Jerry,

McGrler's admirable Walter
took the audience from laughter (a terrific drunk scene) to
tears. As Ruth, Kathy Thomp- ; son was just about perfect:
she has a remarkable' face for
the theatre, beautiful and
noble even in Its despair.
v" Fine eupport was provided
by Adrienne Jackson (the
right mix of obnoxious sister
and confused woman), Daryl
Ward (a fine third act speech),
David Jones (capital as the
rich boyfriend)," Lindsay
Florence, Keith Wilkerson,
and Speech prof David
Fennema, who does a great
cameo as the real estate man.
Douglas Hall's set was appropriately cramped and banal.

i

-

'

.

"3s-

-

'

:,'

.

--

V1 'Vs.

.

Deviill

Walter (Jerry Mc Grier) wants to get rich quick. Who
Prevails? See "Raisin in the Sun" this weekend for the
moving answer. Photo by Mark Snyder.

Doesn't Do

Dti

The College of Wooster for a series of paltry tricks. He and bad angels and the seven
repents too late, and his final deadly sins. Amy- - Hunger-ford- 's
Theatre has brazenly advert
costumes are a delight -"I'll bum my books"
ed Its production of "Doctor cry
especially
Irony.
the gold and bjack
Faustus," which opened last rings with a terrible
gown
Emperor.
ot
the
night at the Freed lander, as
V)
cast Is uneven
Although
the
"Marlowe's Thriller." The
Risky Effort
pronunciation
and
of both
phrase may mislead some
John Barton's adaptation Is
English and Latin is inconsiscustomers . to expect two a risky effort to give consisttent, there Is enough convichours of Dracula-inspire- d
ency to the
tion to carry the day. In the
Raymond
featuring
terror
y-'- play. Conflating the dis.smaller
roles this reviewer
Chang tor's private eye dis- puted "A" and "B" texts,
especially
appreciated Mary
;
guised as a veterinarian. A Barton has made huge cuts,
Soldier's
toothless Old
theobetter phrase might be
added cuts, added lines from
(a
Woman
of the directresult
logical melodrama.
the Faust-Boo- k,
and inserted
'
sex
exchange
operation
V
or's
Marlowe's Faustus bargains
lines of
away his soul in the hope of his own Invention. London's on the Old Man specified by
gaining unlimited power, but critics were rather snooty two the text), BUI Reese's enerthe devil does not make him years ago ' when the Royal getic Horse Dealer, and the
do It.Blinded by pride, the Shakespeare Company pre- undesignated actor, who gave
Wlttenburg scholar tempts sented Barton's version, but us a belching Gluttony.
Mama (Vicki Greene) wants a new house and an
himself and willingly settles If s better to have some form , As ' the unholy trio of
education for her daughter but....
of this play on stage than to Lucifer, Mephostophilis, and
have the. script gathering dust Beelzebub, William Savlno,
John Bennett, and Robert
on the shelf.
Coffey provide varying shades
. Start .Schutz. direction Is
"
'
'usually:
by Dave Hagelln
dismantles it. The greatly enhanced by Doug of fiendishness, Coffey's
makes the viewer more sensK
quiet menace being notepublic
can
thus share in the Hairs unit set - a multi-lev- el
tive to his surroundings." A
"Site sculpture" was Intro;.
'
'
process.
'
-,
creative
skeletal representation of worthy.,.
Canole exemplified his matduced to the college this week
tt Is the public that gives Faustus' study. The set also
ching of medium to site by',
with the visit of Canole, a
me"
the energy to work," includes a platform and stairsculpture
describing a
he
professional artist who lec:
explained
Canole. They are well that rise from the pit
vegetfrom
and
fruits
made
Clear DeUvery
tured, worked with art stumy
more
audience,
than
best
conjures
capture
.when
essence
Faustus
and
to
Longworth In the title
ables
the
Bruce
dents, and. created his own
the art world." r York City, a town
Is dragged to hell at role Is particularly good in the
when
he
New
of
sculpture. ,
Canole's income comes
' the end.
expository speeches. Clarity
noted for Its culinary excel- -'
. Canole Is a young man
photographs
from
of
of
sales
.fence.
haswood,
He
used
is more marked than elo.
'
In
art,
people,
whose Interest
visually Striking
quence in his delivery, but he
stone, flowers stone, and the " his sculptures, and resiand the world around him is
The .whole production ' Is copes successfully with
human body as sculpture, dencies at various colleges.
as obvious In his speech as it
was
Instructor
He
a sessional
indeed visually strike. Projecmedia as well.
Faustus long and difficult
is in his art.
' at Guelph University in On- tions on four upstage panels final slliloquy. And he makes
proIn
sculpture",
the
"site
The idea of site sculpture cess of creating sculpture Is tario and guest artist at the show, among other details, .
Faustus' farewell to his servIs to the area you're working
University of Massachusetts.
manuscripts
illuminated
and
final
important
more
the
one of the most poignant
than
ant
med"The
In," Canole stated.
He spends nine months a year toothy devils at appropriate scenes of the evening: v
sculp.
his
Canole
result.
does
environfrom
the
ium Is taken
moments. Larger ' than life , It Is an intelligent producting In the open air, and when sculpting in parks.
ment, but instead of Infringpuppets figure as the good tion of a flawed masterpiece.
he completes a work, he
Continued on Page 7
ing upon the environment, it
four-hundred-year--

V':

pseudo-Elizabeth-

5

:

Ld

old

an

.
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Canole Creates "Sito Sculplurc:

.
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U.S. "In tho mlddlo"

Middle East Viewed
bv Toffl CKhimn

:

la

what it is today, said Smith,
the 1967 and 1973 wars, and
the oil embargo.

-

rr ..

Terrance Smith, assistant
The 1967 war gave IsraeUan
foreign affairs editor of the historical opportunity and in
New York Times said "that the six days she flattened the
United States has never been armies and air forces of her
as much in the middle of the neighbors," said Smith. "This
Middle East dilemma as it is changed the face ' of the
now." Smith spoke Tuesday Middle East," continued!
nigm 10 a gatnenng or neany Smith, "for it altered Israel's
' 200. in Mateer auditorium at positon in the eyes of the
the College of Wooster.; The world,
David., became
veteran correspondent recentGoliath." He noted that Israel
ly concluded a nine-yeper
still holds ninety-eigassignment for the Times In cent of the land it captured in
Israel, beginning just days the 73 war.
before the June 1967 war.
The 1 973 war shattered the
In describing the present premises on which Middle
Middle East situation, Smith East policy stood," he said.
said that the United States "It revealed that the Arabs
now has a unique opportunity would fight before negotiatto present a peace plan to ing." This was contrary to
resolve; the dilemma. The what the Israeli's believed.
ilnjted States - Is the only Smith said the war produced
country with open lines of another result in that it changcommunication with all sides ed Arab pessimism Into pride.
Thirdly, Smith said that the
In the Middle East... and this
plicy makes sense if one plans 1973 oil embargo had a "pro- found" effect because It
to do something construc"shocked the west and put the .
tive."
Smith outlined his views by Middle East on the
Jn people's minds.
detailing the present posiC
Regarding
the future, Smith
tions of the powers involved.
general
feeling of
said
the
He said that the recent resiginvolved
is
that
there Is
those
nation of Prime Minister
Rabin has put "Israel in the still a period of eighteen
greatest political turmoil of its ; months in which It is possible
to push for an agreement.
twenty-nin- e
year history.
Beyond that,. he, said . the
most likely will slip
situation
because he had illegally mainwar.
into
tained bank accounts in the
Smith said that U.S. policy
United States, in violation of
to try and bring the conflictis
Israeli law.
ing powers to the conference
The position of the Arabs is table at Geneva. This will
one of "surface unity, maskprovide an excuse to keep the
ing great differences," said
powers from going to war," he
Smith. He noted that Egypt is said.
beset by severe economic
Meanwhile, Smith concludproblems and Is governed by ed, both sides are continuing
Anwar Sadat, whom he term
to prepare for war by adding to
ed "the strongest Arab their weapons stocks, and the
leader."
. "chilling aspect is that nuclear
"Syria is occupied with the weapons might be used."
situation In Lebanon," said
Smith, a country which Syria
now rules by "protectorate."
Kent-T- he
May 4th Task Force
Smith said "the Palestine
Liberation Organization has
of Kent State University
wishes to announce the schegone through exhaustive
in
dule of events for this year's
beginning
its
changes since
OCA - rnrmntlu ha alH tho
May. 4 program.
The Center for Peaceful
P.L.O. is "in the strongest
Change will present. Dr. Gene
position it has ever been in
Sharp, author of The Politics
and it is in its most severe
of Nonviolent Action. Dr.
of
;
strong
because
crisis." It Is
Sharp's topic will be "Perpetworld-wid-e
recognition or ine
ual Dissent of Fundamental''
Palestinian cause and- it is
Change." It is scheduled for
weak because of an internal
May 3rd. at 8:00 p.m. in the
division between those who
Kiva at the KSU Student
want to negotiate with Israel
Center and is free.
and those who desire to
-The Candlelight march will
continue fighting for a homeat 10:00 p.m., on May
start
" ''
land.
in the Prentice Hall
3rd.
Smith said he is not sure of
lot, and the Vigil
parking
President Carter's position on
11:00 p.m., ending
at
begins
the Middle East. He noted that
May 4th.
on
noon
at
during, the campaign Carter
May 4th. Task Force
; The
oiauu,
lOOKaSirony
will present the following
and since entering office, he
speakers at noon on the
has taken a "mixed stand."
(In case of
commons
.
Three major events have
on May 4th:
Gym)
Vshaped the Middle East into
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What do these excited grads think of Wooster today? Check the results of the
alumni survey below for the answer.

Alu mni Rate Wooster High

Continued from Pg. 1
more often than those of
earlier classes. ' '

.

report reThe Blair-Hur- st
one
of the major
vealed that
reasons why
may have left the College was
the tendency of the transfers

,

front-burner-

"

non-graduat-

.

.

--

.

.

es

to "mention the
communication
between faculty and students
and the relative lack of relevant career and applied prov .
grams at the College."

and

stop-ou- ts

problem

of

Views of the College
When asked to rate their
'experience at the College of
Wooster, 62 indicated that
the educational offerings at
the College were excellent,
while 2 said they were poor.
Thirty-nin- e
percent rated the
faculty as excellent and 53
rated the professors,as good.
Females tended to rate .the
experience and the faculty
higher than did males.

Task Force Scheduled
3--

.

piu-isia- oi

rain-Memor- ial

Dick Gregory; William
Ron Kovic, active in

the
war movement
and author Of Born Again on
the 4th of July; Tim Butz
former editor of "Counter-Spy;- "
David E. Engdahl, Case
Lawyer; Chic Canfora, one of
and wounded
the "Kent-25;- "
students Dean Kahler and
Anti-Vietna-

ds

rd

job-relat- ed

ur

Off-camp-

m

Alan Canfora. w
At 3:30 p.m. there will be a

to a career.

.

The alumni were asked a

summary question: "Consid-

ering all of the factors which
you consider to be important
goals of a College education,
how would you rate your

undergraduate experience at
March, .the College of Wooster?"
percent stated that
which will end at the Student Forty-sj- x
Center Plaza. Following which the College was excellent and
there will be workshops on 41 said it was good. Again,
the later class grouping, tendMay 4, 1970 and Peaceful
to answer the question
ed
Change.
- At 8:00 - p.m., The KSU more negatively than earlier
Student Caucus will present classes. When asked if they
Stokely Carmichael in the Kiva would do it all over again,
68 said yes, 13 no.
at the KSU Student Center.
All Events on May 4th are
The Educational Program
FREE and OPEN TO THE
PUBLIC.
,
Of those alumni who took

Peaceful

Protest

us

ht

Kunst-le- r;

'

Asked if they would major part in Independent study,
a different field of study, . close to two-thirvalued the
nearly one-thisaid they 'experience as "high," with 9
facwould, citing
indicating it as "low."
tors as reasons.
Thirty-fopercent of those
Roughly 25 of the responwho took part in a freshman
dents rated the. quality of program rated that experience
education- - in their major field highly, while 27
gave a
as excellent, and an additional negative rating.
36
said It was good as
programs were
"preparation for their occupa- viewed very highly, especially
'
tions."
.
the programs abroad with
Of those who attended close to 90
of the alumni
- graduate
school, 58 said the providing a favorable rating.
College was excellent prepaWooster as a
ration.
Christian
Institution
Perhaps a more interesting
figure resulted when the alumForty percent of the responni were asked how the College
dents said that the Wooster
rated as preparation for a experience "strengthened"
specific career, tnly 10
their religious beliefs, whereindicated that the College was as 48 said the time here had
reexcellent. The Blair-Hur- st
"little or no effect." Eight
port said "a significantly larpercent indicated that the
ger percent of those in the College had a negative impact
later class groups rate the on their beliefs.
College fair or poor with
With respect to Christian
respect to preparation for a education, 43 of the alumni
perspecific career." Fifty-si- x
noted that the College helped
cent of the 1969-7-6
class develop "an understanding of
grouping rated the College as Christianity and a committfair or poor in specific career ment to it." Thirty-eigperpreparation. It was clear that cent said the College failed In
the Wooster alumni saw the doing so.
College as more successful in
Overall, 70 rated the Collpreparing one for additional ege as excellent or good in fts
education than as a stepping-ston- e committment as a Christian
in

institution.
A

-

Good Grade

In conclusion, Blair and
Hurst emphasized that more
than 90 of the responding
alumni gave either an "excellent" or "good" rating to the
College. The report notes,
however, that concerns were
many. There was a distinct
call for more "practical educational programs'' and a plea
for a greater "emphases on
counseling and advising students." The more recent students were "concerned about

the decline in the academic
quality of the school in general and of the student body in

particular."
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Meet Maria. Sir Toby Belch, and the rest of the "Twelfth Night cast tonight in Mc Gaw at 8:15. The National
Shakespeare Company will be preforming courteet of L.C.B. Step back 500 years for a rollicking good time!

TIME Magazine Announces Photography
this week by TIME Magazine
Publisher Ralph P. Davidson.
A grand prize of $1,000 will
be awarded for the best photo- -

IMAGES OF TIME.Past,

Present and Future is the
theme for. a national photography contest announced

graph of nature, people,

places, events or objects by
an amateur photographer, in
color or black and white.
Second prize is $500 and three
third prizewinners will receive

FAMIILV DJDGKl?
MONDAY NIGHT CO pun. 9iC3
SENIOR CITIZENS NtOHT
'
CHOPPED SISLOIN

i

!

:

pan.

I
U

NIGHT 4rf0

p.m.-9- 0

fish
X

I
f

All you can oat..
FAMILY

K

NIGHTS

y0)U
oZj

"ll

E(p)

U

OtdJ U

Potato; Salad antft

INCLUDE:

Toastod Sosama Broad.

MAOTEBl'S

FArJlDLY

Dypass)
(Formorly Luans
9
aan.-Open 7 days 11
pjm. FrlSat. till 10 p.m.
-1-

-3

Vidal Sassoon

hair analysis

294-92-01

2 locations

262-58- 43

345 N. Market

pjn.

for Men
s.

Bever-Rama- da

panel of judges consisting of

photographer
Eisenstaedt, former
White House photographer
David Kennerly and
editor of Magnum
Photos. The winning photographs will be published in a
special advertising section on
photography entitled "Photography:. The Universal Lan"
guage" In a Nov. issue.
world-renow-

n

Alfred

Lee-Jone-

s,

Farmworkors
Filmed

R
.

.

i WEDNESDAY
FILLET of

graphs will be selected by a

hair stylists
precision
Redkcn
haircutting

i TUESDAY NIGHT 40 p.m. - 9xC0 pan.
I All you can cat

photo-

Prize-winni- ng

BEAUTY CENTER

DINNER

7 CHICKEN
DINNER

$250 each. Honorable mentions will receive the LIFE
PHOTOLIBRARY
OF
GRAPHY.

Contest

Inn

COCCIA HOUSE PIZZA DELIVERY
FOR A MINIMAL 75 conts. JUST
and
CALL COCCIA: 262-713- 6
Havo Tho Dolts Do It.

Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday
April 24, 25, 27, and 28.

7:30 PM to 12:00

"Fighting for Our Lives,"
an Academy Award documentary nominee on the struggle
of the nation's farmworkers,
will be shown Tuesday, April
26, at 7:30 and 9 p.m. in the
Lowry Center Ballroom.
Ann Johnston, head of a
group of students supporting
the farmworker cause, says,
"we are fortunate to be able to
have this film."

-

Johnston apologizes for
having the film during the
Tranquility

so-call- ed

Week,

but she added that this was
the only time it could be
v
obtained.
,

BEALLAVE
ECON-O-WAS- H

(Just North of th Collsga)

24 Hour
Dry

Coin-O- p

,

Laundry

Cleaning 8 - 4:15

I
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Trump Honored With Concert
On the twenty-fourt- h
of
April, a memorial concert will
be given in the honor of
Professor Trump, who passed
away on December 6, 1976.
The concert Is to be given at
3:00 p.m. in McGaw Chapel
and admission is free.
"Prof. Trump had been part
of Woostefs music faculty
since 1949. While here at
Wooster, he directed - the

.

.

Men's Glee Club, presented
recitals and worked with the
National Teachers of Singing.
In 1970, Trump was named
national president of this
organization. After, his term
as president ended in 1972,
Prof. Trump taught at the
Blossom Festival School, led
by Cleveland Orchestra conductor, Lorin Maazel and
Akron Symphony mentor,
,

STORE HOURS:
Sat. 9:30 - 5:30
12:00
9:30
Wed.
Friday 9:30 - 9:00
Monl-Tue.-Th-

ur.

Louis Lane.
Daniel Winter, the College
Music Department chairman
has been the organizer of this''
program, requested by Prof.
Trump's surviving family.
The performers are all past
graduates who have traveled
from near and far to partici-

.'IT

pate In the concert. These
people include: Sue Muller-Claof1976, Diane Coso,
Irwin Rease, and Frie Mills-Cla- ss
of 1975, Faith Mehrling-Cla- ss
of 1974, Joel Grow and
ss

Barb

Dyer-Cla-

Lynne
1972,

of

ss

1

--

(

973,

of
Garrett Galr

Engstrom-Clas- s

Victoria

of 1970, Catherine Long Fischer-Clas- s
of
1964 and Louise McClelland
Urban-Claof 1957.
braith-Cla-

ss

ss

The pieces are great works
by such composers as:
Mahler, Brahms, Mozart,
Schubert, Pureed, Straus's,
Dvorak and Wolf.
' A lot of time and effort have
been put into this concert,
which will be a truly valuable
experience for one to attend.

The late Karl Trump, dedicated Wooster Music Professor in
wbose honor Sunday's concert will be given.

Wooster Holds Earth Week
The annual Earth Week was
held from April 17-2- 3 here at
the College of Wooster. The
purpose of Earth Week is to
create a greater awareness of

our envioronment through

lectures, films, and discussions. Kieffer House irt cooperation with the Sierra Club

sponsored
year.

Earth Week this

On Monday night . the Dr.

Seuss film The Lorax" was

shown In the Lowry Pit.-Th- e
film centered around the Idea
of man ravaging his planet
until nothing is left, but ends
on a note of hope by saying it

.
is not too late.
A film about the New
Alchemy Institute was shown
Tuesday In Lowry 119.The
Institute is a group of people
le
experimenting with a
using the basic cycles of the
wind, sun, and water.' A
discussion period was held
afterwards. Thursday a Sohio company
film was shown in Lowry Pit,
about the Alaskan Pipeline. A
representative of the company
was on hand after the film to 4
discuss and debate questions
about the pipeline...
Saturday house members
will be taking a hike with Dr.
Robertson, Professor of Bi- ology who is also the Kieffer.
House advisor. They will be
traveling around Killbuck
Creek along the flood plane.
Anyone interested In the hike
may call ext. 218 for
?

.

.

life-sty-

'

Do it in DEX, the
shoes with sole. Do it with style.
big-bottom-

T.M.

ed

all clearly defined with savvy

stitching on super-suppNature Hide in the gentle colors
n
?ii j
tit
warn 10 get laiKea
uir a lnuisiae.
about? Get yourself
le

3

--

m

9

.

m

C2HL2 glTI

DEX-rate- d.

Denim Keeps Getting Better and Better
indigo denim
jeans. Add your favorite top
tor the now look. Great for the
sporting Spring. Junior Size
Pre-wash-

ed

$20.00
to $22.00

I

Young Modern Shop - Third Floor

It Faya to Buy Qudr

S

j

TRAVEL

,1

SERVICE

I

Amster Shoes

VVORLD-UID-

TAKES YOU -

j

I
;
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Christian Scientist Lectures On Productive Living
What is the basis of a really
e.
productive
Insights . on this question
will be explored by Charles W.
Ferris, C.S.B., In a talk Mon
life-styl-

C a no I e

day, May 9.

Christian Science lecturer
and teacher from Minneapolis, Mr. Ferris will show
A

.

how

'moment-by-mome-

Creates

Continued from Pg. 4
"I've learned to get by with a
minimum of possessions and
to accept the lack of a private
life," he said. He can see no
future different from what he
is doing now. "I won't give up;
if I quit, It will be because I've
burned myself out."
Canole, who earned an
M.F.A. from California Institute of The Arts In 1973, says
art students must "work at ten
times the level they work as
students" if they plan to go
Into professional art.
He has published a book on
the transition from art student

to professional artist, "Letters

Intellectual
Community

Continued from Pg. 3
do arise, however, and will
make - changes difficult to
achieve. At. present, says the
report, the scheduling calendar tends to stifle informal
contact, and the existence of
too many committees leaves
little time to "understand what
the intellectual life is all
about."
As to what the role of the

nt

de- -

A rt

of A Traveling Young Artist,'
and is working on a second.

.

cisions determine what your ployment, sports, health,
human relations.
life pattern will be."
A native of New Jersey, he
being
His talk, which is
from the University
graduated
by
Christian
sponsored
the
He entered the
Chicago.
of
Organization,
College
Science
will be given in faculty lounge healing ministry of Christian
Science in 1953 and eight
in Lowry Center at 7:30 P.M.
years later became a Christian
Mr. Ferris has helped. students cope with a wide variety Science teacher. He is known
studies, em to many students not only as
of concerns

Paint me, sketch me, render me. Interpret
me ... Pierre the Bear, ' along with my little
friend Kong the Robin. . .and win big prizes!
bit "Spring out of hiberIt's all part of 's
nation days," celebrating the end of a
winter that was almost too much to bear.
Just get yourself something to sketch,
draw or paint on, use any medium-oi- ls,
watercolor, acrylic, pen and ink, Magic
Marker, whatever and whip up a picture
of me as you see me. Tall, slim, debonair
...mysteriously handsome... ruggedly good
L-K-

a lecturer,

but also as a
in Christian
Science television programs,
including the recently-release- d
film "Finding True Free-

participant

dom."
"What is Your
is the title of his local talk,
which is open to the campus
public without charge.
Life-Style- ?"

looking... lovable.,. you know. And don't
forget Kong. Stop at your local L-- Restaurant, pick up an official entry blank,
draw me the way you see me, return your
entry before May 15. A panel of judges will
pick the best Pierre, and the winners will
receive these prizes:
1st Prize $50 gift certificate
2nd Prize -- $25 gift certificate
3rd Prize -- steak dinner for 2 at L-4th Prize -- a stuffed, 30" woolly bear
K

-

K

Simple, isn't it? There's no purchase necessary.
dust draw me. duomu. win i

Committee on Intellectual

Community will be, Ms. Lutz
adds that they "are acknowledging the need for a more
positive attitude towards cultural activities and academic
disciplines on campus, as
opposed to the
feelings which exist presently among lis." Now that the
committee has reached the
conclusion that such an intellectual atmosphere is needed,
they will continue to try to
find out why it does not exist,
and what can be done to
stimulate it at the College of
Wooster.
anti-intellect-

ual'

BJK
DINO'S
DRIVE -- THRU
Pizza
Beer-Wi-

ne

aB-p-

Bi

a

Champagne
11:00 to 11:00

phone:

262-044-

"Spring out of lifeematfoiTdsys at

4

Family

Restaurants

and Motels
Right at tha foot of Boall.

'

Humor Department

III
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American businesses adopt"career
ing

clothing
selected and paid for, by
employers to be worn during
Decorum
the work; day-t- he
of
College
of
the
Committee
Wooster recently issued a
to the executive
and financial advisory staffs
of the Collegecalling for the
development of a similar
dress-cod- e
policy; for ""the
faculty and other employees
; :
of the College."
The April 12 memorandum,
leaked to the Voice on the
same day by a disgruntled
member of the Decorum Committee legal staff, cited a
recent Wall Street Journal
article on career clothing as,
further evidence to support a
policy change.
.
The Journal article said that
increased use of career garb
grew from dress code problems in the early 1970s. The
story stated that companies ;
"look-upo-n
employee clothes
as part of their advertising and
public relations program, re-fleeting the Image of the
s
company."
' Fast-foo- d
restaurants,
'f. banks, and airlines have been
the pionejBfS in career clothing. A comparison, of Burger
King, and McDonald's apparel
confirms the trend.
Twelve years ago, Branlff-Airwayhired Italian designer
Emilio Pucci to fashion an
outfit for flight, attendants.
The result was the "Braniff
Strip," in which flight person-n- el
would remove piece-aftepiece of clothing as the flight
,
progressed. 7;
.1
even,,
are
Funeral directors
getting Into new clothing. The
same Wall Street Journal art- - ;
tele said that at the annual .
convention of the National
Funeral Directors Association
held in Houston in October,
. Texas funeral directors wore-gol- d
'
dark-blu- e
. jackets . and
slacks
.
The Decorum Committee
memo said, The - College
could require a standard outfit
and, supply it to the faculty
fringe
and employees - as
means
that
the
which
benefit,'
.
amount spent on the clothing

:-memora-

clo-thes"-standard-lzed

so-call-ed

standardize academic dress i suggested a blazer and slacks
and would prevent clothes-hors- e outfit "with the color of the
competition... and blazer being appropriate to the
would - be more comfortable nature of the department or
for late spring and early fall office." For Instance, "the
wear, as nothing else would treasurer's office would wear
green ' blazers; those in the
. be worn underneath."
Dean of Student's Office
The memo also suggested
wear bleeding-hea- rt
would
worn
by
might
be
that kilts
red; the economics staff
everyone, including the president. This would solve the would wear drab while
science department
summer heat problem and It
might generate considerable would wear red, white, and
Interest when the president blue."
To date, the executive and
travels."
advisory staffs have
financial
As an additional idea, the
Decorum Committee memo not given the Decorum Com

would be deducted from the
amount set aside for faculty
salary increases.". The memo
called for the establishment of
a special ad hoc committee to
probhandle the dress-cod- e
lem. This committee would
handle the volume of dress-cod- e
suggestions submitted
in a campus-wid- e
contest.
To bolster its argument, the
Decorum Clmmittee had some
of Its
; dress code suggestions
own threaded throughout the
memo. The Committee said
.
that traditional academic garb
could be worn. This would

the-politic-

nit
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SENIOR CITIZENS' NIGHT
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CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
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STEAK SANDWICH
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faculty and College employees. The official shrugged and
said, "the dress habits of the
students is even worse."
.

OR
FILETOF FISH DINNER

.90
FISH SANDWICH.....
PORKTENDERLOIN PLATTER.. 1.45

Shrimp Cocktail. . . . . ... . . .V. . . . .
..
Fruit Cup . . . . .
Tomato Juice. . . : . ...
Maton Half -

l

I
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CHOPPED SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

............
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'I

pol-

dress-cod- e

icy would only apply

LUNCH
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. ... .60
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SBEftCOMS:
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669-284-1
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said that the
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;
Smithville
"Where Chicken Is Khjp"

As an added note, the
Decorum Committee source

al

Monday - Sunday

ALLAMERICAN
HAMBURGER PLATTER........ 1.25

'

-

room.V

SANDWICH PLATTERS

--

'

said something must be done
quickly because "we are distressed at the incredible array
of costumes and outfits we;
see appearing in the class--'

--

"

.

mittee an official response.
The Committee believes the
problem is critical. A source

:

ndum

by Jom Cashman c
. In response to the trend of

Olress Code Desi rable
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LaxmeoT)

D

by Doug Dili

prove

mm

standing defense according to
Marangl.

-

1

The sleek nw 1977 version
of the Scot lacrosse team
seems to be a much improved
model under the direction of
first year coach Art Marangl.
Last year the Wooster stick-me- n
sported a 3-- 7 record but
this spring season has seen
the . hilltop side claim two
victories while dropping one
match.
In its opening game Wooster racked up a solid 19-1- 2 win
over Marietta. Senior captain
Rob Rutan paced the home
attack with six goals and two
assists and was well supported by freshman Jamie Edson'a
four goals and two assists, .
senior captain Dave Luken's
two goals and five assists,
and last year's leading scorer,
Scott Baxter, with two goals
and two assists. V
The Scots travelled to Denison for their second match
and were outfought 18-- by an
6

excellent Denison squad.

Luken notched his third and
fourth goals of the season
. while Rutan, Junior Art Hoffman, and senior John Steerv-- .
turg each scored once: Coach
Marangl pointed out that the
Big Red's tremendous team
speed and experience advantage were just too much for his
men to overcome.
Days later Wooster bounced
back to reverse Its previous
score and manhandled Ober-li- n
18-Edson netted four
shots for the second time this
season while Rutan and Baxter scored three apiece and
Steenburg, Luken, and Jay
Keller all fired two. Marangl
praised his team's improved
poise and hustle in ground
ball situations and the team
play evidenced by eight
assisted goals in the first half.
Ned Long, John Rogan, and
goalie Dave Scott played out- -

"

'.

: The
Scots worked on
agility, communication, and
offensive timing this week in
preparation for Wednesday's
match with nationally ranked
Ohio Wesleyan. The. Scots
"
;..
,
lost 19-10.

--

'

.

Trackmon Como
Back in GLCA
by Joseph T. Williams
- After oeing soundly beaten
by Malone College last Wed-

i

:

nesday, he Scot's track team
made a good showing at the ?
GLCA meet. They placed second in the five-wa- y
meet. r
The running events are
where Wooster shone brightest. Manny Stone placed first
in the 1 00 (1 0.2) and 220 (22.4)
yard dashes. John Coda placed third and second (22.8)
respectively, in these events.

i

Jeff Kirk (4:19.2) and
Joseph Williams (4:27.1) plac-

ed first and third in the mile
run. Forty minutes later freshman Kirk came back to win the
880 (1 :57.8). Jeff Rice ' the
other half of that dynamic duo
placed second (1:58).
The most pressured event
tr- of the afternoon was the three ;
mm- - j
mile run. At the start of this
,11k 0 m ,tc.Mm-- -.
race, Wooster and Denison
Saftl That's been the call Scot baserunners have heard frequently"
were tied for second place.
:
Photo by Mark Snyder,
;
....
(The results of the 220 had not
Don Bordine was the only
yet been tabulated.) Bill wefghtman to score. He plac- Try Again Saturday
Reedy, went into this race ed fourth ' in the - discus
knowing that if he won his
(1341").
race the Scots would hold
In the jumps King Lewis
their second place position.
won the long jump 21 7M)
With three laps to go in the and third In the triple jump by Polly Seals
race Reedy gradually pulled (42 8"). No other Scot Jump
away from the Denison runner ers placed better than third.
The women's tennis team
who was then right behind
added two wins and a loss to
him in second place. Reedy
The Most Improved Track- their record, making them 3--1
won the race In 14:58.9.
man award goes to Jeff for the season. The wins came
The Scots placed second in Pepper, who ran a 4:33 mile. April 14 against Ashland and
the 440 relay (43.6) and third He shaved seven seconds off April 19 against Muskingum.
in the mile relay (3:29.1).
The loss was against Akron
his previous best time. :

"vt

,

6.

J

r,

on their way to a
;

record.

21-- 1

H

women NoJ VicJorio

0

ton, is to perfect the already-soun- d
basis and develop con?
;
sistency.
The Scotties defeated Ash--la3--2
behind wins by All
three singles players. First '
singles Ann Cleary triumphed"'
6-- 2, 2.
Second singles Pam '
Hampton dumped her oppon;
April 16.
2.
ent
Jan Smeltz added
Coach Sexton is pleased a 6-- 6--0 drubbing in the third
The Most Unheralded Trackman award goes to John with the team's performance singles spot. The first doubles
Coda, who . placed in four thus far. Even In the loss to team of Laura Galloway and
events: , the 100 and 220, the Akron, the women displayed, karen Berky and second doublong jump, and the 440 relay. good aggressive style and the les Marta Rodgers and Julie
ability to think well on court. Haddad both fell by identical
Final standings: 1. OWU 96
5--7.
?
2. Wooster 66 3. Denison 53 The goal for the remainder of scores of
j ;
the 'season, says "Doc" Sex- 4. Obertin 26 5. Kenyon 6.
In the loss to Akron, several
matches went three sets but
ABORTION
only the first doubles team of
Laura - Galloway and Lynne
Up Thru 14 Weeks
'
Bauer emerged victorious
6--2,
7- -5,
Cleary
Ann
went
Safe and Gentle
6-3-down 5--7,
Pam
Akron's Most .Experienced
Hampton was edged out 6-6-7
and Jan Smeltz was
Clinic
4-dropped
Marta Rod- - ,
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
gers and Julie Haddad also 7
nd

.

.

;

We're tired

;

6--

6--

6-- 3,

3,

of being "ripped

off."! We're mov-

:

ing all of 'our

2-- 6,

real valuables
to First Federal's
.

.. ..

.......

"

. .

safety deposit
boxes

3,

In-sur- ed

to
$Sy(X0,009.00

0,

Personalized and Confidential
-

LENDER

Call Collect

6.

7,

r

"

AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
2

s

2-- 6,

-

5--

4-- 6,

Zd4-71-

,

Grace's Wine ;
;

v

6.

Shoppe

c

248 W. North Street

0-535-6178

262-585-

6

.

.

"
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Scot Baseball Team Marches On. . .and On
day, with a sweep of

by Dave Koppenhaver
Last year in his first season
as head coach of the Wooster'

baseball squad Bob Morgan
guided his team to a 30-- 9

record and second place

finish in the Ohio Conference
Northern Division, in the process his team set school
records of 30 season victories
(the previous high was 17) and
11 consecutive victories.
That's a tough act to follow
when seven of your nine
pitchers and your two biggest
winners (Matonak and LaDuke
who had 19 wins between
them) migrate or . graduate.
That is unless your the College of Wooster, directed by
Bob Morgan with a season of
experience under his belt.
In just 22 games this season Morgan's troops have
amassed 21 victories. Satur

with nine big . runs in the
fourth inning

Otter-bei- n,

and
the Scots
broke the school record of 11
straight wins. Tuesday they
to 15
lengthened
1 sweep of Case
with a
Western.
In last week's national, rankings Wooster found itself
lodged in the top 20. Ahead of
the Scots were Ohio Northern,
Baldwin-Wallac- e,
and Otter-bei- n.
Each of these teams has
since succumbed to the Black
and Gold.
10-- 4

3-- 0,

that-strin-

7-- 3,

and-Crawfor-

d

the afternoon with four hits in
seven plate appearances.

shut the Cardinals but the rest
of the way.
Big hits In the fourth Inning

g

uprising were a two-ru- n
double by Mike Treadway and
a three-ru-n
triple by Crawford.
Otterbeln had runners on
base throughout the nightcap
against Girimont but couldn't
bring them in. Cardinals
reached third base twice and
second five times, but the big
hit was missing.

5--

Saturday the freshmen
s,
hurlers Russ

The Scots' three runs came
in the opening frame. Bill
Colvin led off with a single
and scored on another triple
by Crawford. Crawford crossed the plate on Steve Suna-gel- 's
sacrifice fly. Dave Gor-suc- h

giant-killer-

Crawford and Mike Girimont,

again proved unbeatable.
They did It the hard way
however.

Otterbeln Jumped on Crawford early for four runs in the
first three, innings, on the
strength of two home runs.
But- - Wooster chained back

then singled and scored
on a double by John Crasi.
Gorsuch led Scot hitters for

The Scots return to OAC
North action Saturday for a
1:30 doubleheader and then
Heidelberg, Tuesday at 3:00
for a single game. .

Wooster Netters Defeat
Muskies in 1 Victory
8--

Playing on home courts for

the first time this season the
Scot tennis team put the
advantage to good use, overwhelming Muskingum

It

8-- 1.

was their first win after two
losses on the road.
A sweep of the doubles
competition, which opened
the match, set the stage for
the morning. Captain Kip
Coerper and Bill Fox opened
6
win over Gregg
with a
Hamilton and Chuck Hoing at
No. 1 doubles.
The Dave duo, Kirkpatrlck
and Roberts, followed with a
0
thrashing of
routine 6-7--

6-- 3,

6--

1,

Van Fleet and Dave
Avwater at No. 2. Al Lave and
Mike Flannelly cleaned up at
6-- 0
third doubles with a
Cook
of
and
Steve
shutout
Bob Strasser.
Tim

6-- 0,

-

-

Cont. from Page 10
were downed at second doubles

3-- 6,

4,

6--

3,

1,

4-- 6,

6--

3,

it

showed," said Scot coach

Tom Hollman. "I know we can
play with anyone in the conference. We should Just keep
Improving from here."
And improve they did. Wed-

nesday afternoon Wooster
1
downed Baldwin-Wallato even their season record at
The Scots travel to the
GLCA tournament Saturday
and then host Obertin Tuesday at 2:30.
8--

ce

Bloomin' Offor

2-- 6.

3-- 6,

matches. Coerper opened

6--1
win over
with a 6--1 ,
Hamilton, and Roberts captured his third straight singles
6-- 1
s victory of the season, 6-Van
over
Fleet.
Other Scot winners Kirkpat1
over Hamilton);
rlck (6-3
over AvFox (6-water); and Bruce McLane
6-- 2
(6-over Cook).
"We finally had an uninterrupted week of workouts and

2-- 2.

Netwomen Win
V

The Scots then proceeded
to take five out of six singles

the Muskingum match,
Chl Omega Psi will
Ann Cleary and Pam Hampton
disposed of. their opponents ' deliver roses with a special
6-- 2
message to your sweetie,
quickly by scores of 6-6-1
At
respectively.
and
favorite professor, secret
spot,
third
Smelt
Jan
the
crush, acquaintance, friend,
eeked out the first set on a roommate, or anyone else
your little heart desires.
tiebreaker, but then fell
Lynne Bauer and
Orders will be taken MonLaura Galloway dropped first day, April 25th through Wednesday, April 27th at Lowry
doubles
The match came down
and Kittredge during lunch
doubles' Marta Rod-ge- rs 'and dinners. You Just can't
price:
and Julie Haddad, who miss at this low-loiced the victory in a
$1 .00 for one rose, $5.00 for
second set by the half a dozen, and (8.50 for a
score of
dozen.
The Scotties look ahead to a
Saturday at
home
10:00 with Otterbeln and
In

2,

6--

2,

7-- 6,

5-- 7.

1-- 6,

4-- 6.

4-- 6,

d

to-secon-

w

come-from-behi-

7-- 5.

7-- 5,

trl-mat-

nd

ch

.

Flair Travel

Toledo.

Consultants
A

346 E. BOWMAN ST.
.
,.

.

.

'l

'im

7-- 5

:

degree,
.

College of Fine and Applied Arts .
Rochester Institute of Technology "ftr
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, New York t14S23

-

itaWM. Hill. S

Phoo

Team Captain Steve Sunagel led by example Tuesday, drilling a solo homerun in
win over Case Western.
Photo by Mark Snyder.
DESIGNERS, ARTISTS: Accepting graduate school applicaIn
tions for September; professional career preparation
N.F.A.
Communication Design and Design Applications,

Tn

262-BS4-

6

CIT Y
ne w s

HjO P j

For Your
Convenience
Just off the College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries

and Needs,

S. Market
262 -5151

Magazines

Newspapers

Greeting Cards

Smoke Shop

CALL
264-650-

5

,

c.

3

You Didn't Sdot Up

a

Enroll.

2

WestminsterChurch ':
House 10 - 4
-

sign up in Lowry Lower Lobby

ft

